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1. INTRODUCTION 

In connection with the evaluation of past and 
future attempts to modify hurricanes, it is neces
sary to determine kinematic properties of the hur
ricane circulation. During the 1969 hurricane 
seeding experiment, Gentry (1970) found significant 
reductions in Doppler win.d speed along the eye-wall 
of Hurricane Debbie . Due to the fact that airborne 
Doppler winds are measured only along the flight 
track at the aircraft altitude, it is always de
sirable to develop methods of wind velocity deter
mination over the entire area of a hurricane that 
is being seeded by airplanes . 

Explored in this paper are airborne radar pho
tographs taken at 10 to 30 second intervals and 
geostationary satellite photographs taken at 20 
minute intervals . The time-lapse film-loop tech
nique developed by Fujita is used to trace the echo 
and cloud velocities . Ten minute average echo 
velocities an·d two hour average cloud ve Joe it i es 
were computed . 

By combining the echo and cloud velocities com
puted at approximately the same times it was pos
sible for the first time to obtain a nearly instan
taneous analysis of the low level and high level 
flow fields for a hurricane over water. As more 
data become available , it is hoped that s imilar 
analyses can be made at successive times to enable 
the time evolution of the flow fields to be deter
mined and tested for changes due to seeding . 

2 . COMPUTATlbN OF ECHO VELOCITY FROM AIRBORNE 
RADAR PICTURES 

Due to the · large areal coverage by ai r borne 
radar pictures, it is extremely useful to determine 
echo velocities from these pictures. Although echo 
velocities do not always represen~· the motion of 
the atmosphere inside which these echoes are im
bedded, marked changes in echo velocities in rela
tion to modification attempts .will reveal the 
affected areas as well as the extent of modifica
tion . 

Land based radar pictures have been used by 
several investigators to determine echo velocities 
inside hurricanes . Ligda (1955) was the first to 
do this for the hurricane of 23-28 August, 1949. 
In his work he coined the term "spawinds", which 
he used in reference to the velocity of isolated 
convective eel ls . Senn {1960a, 1960b , 1963) has 
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done extensive work on the calculation of echo ve
locities within Hurricane Edna of 1954, Connie, 
Diane and lone of 1955, Audrey of 1957, Daisy and 
Helene of 1958, Debra of 1959 and Donna of 1960. 
Watanabe (1963) has computed spawinds in Typhoon 
Nancy of 1961 from a ground based radar on Okinawa . 
Fujita, et al (1967) using two radars located along 
the Pacific Coast of Japan computed echo velocities 
for Typhoon Bess : 

Echo-velocity computations from airborne radar 
pictures are more complicated than those from land 
based radar pictures. Over JO years ago Fujita 
(1959) applied his echo-shifting technique to the 
computati·on of echo velocities inside Hurricane 
Carrie of September 15, 1957 . Fig . 1 shows 27 echo 
velocities obtained by placing the position of the 
aircraft in each radar picture at the corresponding 
aircraft position given by Doppler nav igation system. 
As Jong as the Doppler fix is accurate, the echo 
motion should represent the ground velocity of 
echoes precisely . Any error in the aircraft posi
tion, however, is included in the final echo veloc
ity because the aircraft motion is eliminated only 
by positioning each radar picture at the Doppler 
position of the aircraft. 
~----·-

32N 

Fig. 1. Ground velocity of radar echoes within 
Hurricane Carrie of September 15, 1957. Echo motion 
was computed by placing successive scope pictures 
at the aircraft positions fixed by Doppler radar 
(Fuji ta 1959) . 

Jordan (1960), using a different method com-



puted the motion of distinct precipitation features 
around the eye wall of Hurricane Daisy of 1958. 
His technique of computing the echo velocities rel
ative to the storm center is incorporated into the 
technique in this paper. 

3. COMPUTATION OF CLOUD VELOCITIES FROM GEO
STATIONARY SATELLITE PICTURES 

Since ATS-I was launched over the equator in 
the Pacific, a number of meteorologists started 
computing cloud velocities from successive ATS pic
tures taken 12 to 30 minutes apart. One advantage 
of using satellite pictures in computing cloud 
motion is that the traceable clouds extend far be
yond the region of precipitation echoes in the cen
tral region of a hurricane. 

Presented in Fig. 2 are the sp iral cloud bands 
of Hurricane Debbie of August 20, 1969 . These 
cloud bands were obtained by enhancing electronic
ally the digital signal. They correspond extremely 
well with the area of radar echoes. Two degree 
grid lines are superimposed upon the picture to 
give the storm's position as well as her horizontal 
dimensions. 

- I , ll""' 
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Fig . 2. An enhanced ATS-Ill picture showing Hurri
cane Debbie at 1630 GHT August 20, 1969, when the 
central pressure was 950 mb, the lowest during her 
ent i re life. Thi s hurricane was being seeded when 
this picture was taken. 

Although it i s not feasible to distinguish 
level s of cloud motion by simply examining cloud 
cells in successive pictures, a time-lapse film 
produced out of a number of pictures ' clearly indi
cates two-layer motions: high cloud velocities and 
low cloud velocities. Thus, we computed these cloud 
velocities separately with a degree of accuracy 
which turned out to be better than 3 kt. 

There are three di sti nct areas of cloud velocity 
computation . The first area is given by the white 
area of enhanced clouds, where practically no mo
tion was computed due to very quick changes in en
hanced cloud cells. The second area consists of 
outflowing cirrus with s treak patterns superimposed. 
Over 50 velocities related to hurricane outflow 
were computed in this area . The third area extends 
outward from the hurricane cirrus sh ield. Host of 
the cellular clouds in this area appear to be low 
clouds. 

It is, therefore, necessary to supplement cloud 
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velocities with echo motion and aircraft-measured 
wind in order to learn the motion field covering 
the entire regions of a hurricane. 

4. COMPOS I TE HURRICANE ECHOES FROM A I RBORNE RADAR 
PICTURES 

The horizontal dimensions of a Debbie-class 
hurricane are so large that the entire region of 
the storm can not be covered by a s ingle airborne 
radar p icture. If one desi res to see radar echoes 
within the entire hurricane area, a series of air
borne PPI pictures mus t be put together into a 
composite picture. 

Shown in Fig . 3 is a PPI scope picture taken 
simultaneously with the ATS-II I picture of Fig. 2. 
The picture was taken on board Fury J, a U. S. Air 
Force WB-47 aircraft flying at 39,000 ft. The ra
dar was the APS-64, a 3.~ cm radar with a peak 
power of 40 kw and a csc beam width of 1. 5°. 

'Fig. 3. A radar picture of Debbie taken at 1630 
GMT, t he time of the ATS-I l l picture. 

The plane was flying toward the northwest and 
was located approximately 75 n. mi. to the north 
northeast of the eye. It will be found in the 
picture that the tail attenuati on prohibits appear
ance of echoes to the rear of the aircraft. A 
circular sea clutter i s seen around the aircraft 
position. In v iew of these characteristics of air
borne PPI pictures, we found that a pie- or more 
correctly a boomerang-shaped area from each of s uc
cessive pictures must be cut out to produce a com
posite radar picture. 

Figure 4 was made by putting together 14 pic
tures from Fury J radar taken between 1615 and 1720 
GMT at 5 minute intervals. Afte r a composite p ic
ture was made, aircraft heading lines were painted 
to avoid confusion with wind vectors which a re 
super imposed upon this composite picture. 

There are two groups of wind symbols, the one 
plotted along Fury J flight track is obtained from 
Doppler winds measured while flying at 39,000 ft. 
The second group represents the displacement vectors 
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Fig . 4. A composite rada r picture covering the en
tire precipitation areas within Hurricane Debbie. 

of high cl ouds computed from a series of 16 ATS-II I 
pictures s tarted at 1437, 1450, 1503, 1516 , 1529, 
1542, 1557 , 1610, 1623, 1648 , 1701, 1714, 1727 , 
1739, 1752, and 1805 GMT on August 20, 1969. If 
we ass ume that the motion of these high c louds rep
resent s the flow patterns near the 39,000 ft . level , 
these aircraft winds combined wi th these cl oud 
velocities represent an outflow f ie ld from the top 
of Hurricane Debbie . 

When the outflow field exp ressed by wi nd sym
bo l s and radar echoes are examined togethe r , i t is 
seen that t he crossing ang le of outflow air i s very 
small over the reg ion of the inner rainbands as 
defined by Fujita, et al (1967). As the distance 
increases, the crossing angles become larger in 
abso lute value . At the same time, t he echo patte rn 
changes from a stratified to a cellular appea rance. 

5. ECHO VELOC ITIES RELATIVE TO THE HU RR ICANE CENTER 

In order t o compute the relat ive velocities of 
the radar echoes about the storm center, airborne 
pi ctu res from Fury J were printed at 30 second in
tervals for four ten-minute segments . 

Th is time period was chosen so as to be less 
than ave rage echo life ti me, which is on the o rde r 
of fifteen to forty minutes , but long enough to 
ass ure a reasonable degree of accuracy in deter
mini ng the echo trajectory lengths. 

It was neces sary to take special care in t he 
pr inting of each p icture to assure that faint re 
gions were bu rn t in so as to be c learl y visible , 
and to assu re t hat t he size of each picture was 
i dentical. The printed pictures were then re
photographed on movie f i Im so ·that the hurr icane 
cente r and or ientation was f ixed . A loop showing 
slow forward echo motion and rap id backward motion 
was then constructed and projected on the Fuji t a 
loop machine. Traj ectories of discrete echoes 
re la t ive to the s torm center were then traced and 
conve r ted to velocities . 
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Fig. 5. Echo velocities relative to the center of 
Hurricane Debbie . The length of each veloc i ty 
vector represents the echo disp lacemen t during 10-
min. periods, 1616-1626, 1625-1635, 1640-1650, and 
1702-1712 GMT. 

The result of the computation , shown in Fig. 5, 
reveals a systematic motion of radar echoes around 
the hurricane center . A quick examination reveals 
that the crossing angl es as well as the echo veloc
ities are not axiall y symmet ric . In order to pro
duce scatter diagrams of these values as a function 
of four sectors, crossing angl es and echo speeds 
were plotted in Fig . 6 which show the distribution 
in t he left, right, front and rear sectors . Four 
sectors were def ined by drawing two 45° lines rel
ative to t he motion vector of t he hurricane center. 
Although the d ist ribution of echo speeds in all 
sectors does not show significant diffe rences, 
crossing angles of echoes in left and f ront sectors 
are on the average negative. Especia ll y in the 
left sector t he crossi ng angle reaches less than 
-20°, indicating that echoes in this sector are 
moving out from the hurricane center . 

The echo veloclty profiles are in good agree
ment with the mean echo ve locity data computed by 
Senn, et al (1960a, 1960b) and 'Senn (1963) for 
nine s torms, although the storm quadrants are de
fined somewhat differently . However, our radial 
profiles of crossing angl e are somewhat different 
than the nine storm average. Our data indicate a 
very small cross i ng angle within 50 miles of the 
storm center increasing to a maximum at a radius of 
about 100 n. mi . The ave rage data indicate a max
imum crossing angle at about 25 n. mi., decreasing 
outward. Furthermore, our data indicate that the 
region . ~f outward moving echoes is mai n ly in the 
left and front quadrants whereas the average data 
indicate that this region is mainl y in the left
rear quadrant and in both t he left-rear and left
front quadrants at small radii. 

Perhaps these differences can be explained, at 
least at radii greater than 75 n . mi., by an envi 
ronmental flow that is different on the average in 
the Gulf and Atlantic Coastal areas, where the 
storms stud ied by Senn were located , than over the 
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Fig. 6. The crossing angle and the relative speed 
of radar echoes are presented in Fig . 5 . It is 
seen that the average echo motion is inward in the 
right and the rear quadrants . Echo speeds do not 
show appreciable variation from one quadrant to 
the next . 

Hid-Atlantic north of Puerto Rico , where Debbie 
was located. The interaction between the storm 
circulation and the environment, would necessarily 
produce different resultant circulations and hence, 
different echo trajectories in each storm quadrant . 

In order to determine the rate of rotation .of 
echoes around the center , the rotation period of 
each echo was computed from the angular velocity 
of each individual echo . As shown in F-ig . 7, ro
tation per iods of echoes around the inner and outer 
eye walls were computed to be between 1. 1 and 1. 9 
hours. Since the average l i fe of traceable echoes 
in the central region does not exceed twenty min
utes, it would be very rare to find echoes making 
complete revolutions around the center . The ro
tation period illustrated in the figure indicates 
that the time required for a single echo at a given 
distance from the center to make a complete revo
lution at its present angular velocity is that 
indicated in the. figure . 

Fury J aircraft spent one hour 20 minutes to 
complete each flight around the storm center . 
This rotational rate of the aircraft is very close 
to that of the radar echoes around the outer eye 
wal l. Since both rotat ion ~ates are so close, a 
specific echo seen from the aircraft toward the 
center of the eye will appear always toward the 
storm center . 
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Fig . 7. The period required for an echo to com
plete a rotation around the Debbie center. The 
inner eye rotates once every 1.1 to 1. 5 hours. 
Since these rotation periods are rather close to 
each other, we may approximate that the atmosphere 
inside the eyewall of the outer eye is in a state 
of sol id rotation . 

6. IN- . ANO OUTFLOW FIELD AS DETERMINED BY RADAR, 
SATELLITE, AIRCRAFT AND SYNOPTIC DATA 

Fig . 8 shows the detailed inflow field for a 
radius of up to 600 n. mi. from Hurricane Debbie 
at about 15Z on August 20 , 1969 . The cloud motions 
indicated are that of cumulus or towering cumulus 
clouds and are shown to be in good agreement with 
surface ship reports over the ocean and 1,000 ft . 
winds over island areas . The cirrus shield over 
the storm precluded computing low cloud motions 
within 200 n. mi . of the storm center . It may be 
possible to do this in the future using the elec
tronic enhancing technique presently being worked 
out by Fuj ita . 

In the case of Debbie good agreement was found 
between the echo velocities and the 1,000 ft . winds 
measured by Navy aircraft . Use of the echo veloci
ties then allows a complete analysis of the inflow 
layer to be made. The double eye structure is in
dicated by the radar echoes in the figure . 

Fig . 9 shows the detailed outflow field for the 
same time period as Fig. 8. The cirrus cloud mo
tions are supplemented by 200 mb and 300 mb radio
sonde data as well as 200 mb and 300 mb aircraft 
reports for regions outside the storm. Aga in it 
is difficult to compute cirrus cloud motions near 
the storm center because the cirrus clouds are too 
diffuse. In this region aircraft data from Fury I 
at 31 , 000 ft . and Fury J at 39,000 ft . were used. 
Therefore, high level aircraft flights are highly 
valuable and necessary for a complete picture of 
the outflow wind field to be constructed . 
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Fig . 8. Pattern of low-level flow around the eye of Hurricane Debbie . Five independent sources of data 
were used in const ructing the flow pattern . They are (ll velocities of low clouds from ATS-Ill pictures 
betwe~n 1437 and 1623 GMT, (2) surface winds at 1200 GHT, (3) 1000-ft winds from 1200 GMT rawin observa
tions, (4) 1000-ft Doppler winds reported by Fury F flight , and (S) ground velocit ies of echoes from Fury 
J fl ight around the eye between 1616 and 1712 GMT. 

HURRICANE DEBBI E 
August 20, 1969 

Fig . 9 . High-level flow as determined by fi ve independent data sources.. They are (1) 39,000 ft . Doppler 
winds from Fury J f l ight , (2) 31 , 300-ft Doppl e r winds from Fury I f l ight, (3) 200 and 300 mb winds from 
aircraft reported between 2000 and 2100 GMT, (4 ) 200 and 300 mb rawin winds at 1200 GHT, and (5) c i rrus 
velocities from ATS-I II pictures between 1437 and 1623 GMT . 
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The analysis shows a region of cyclonic outflow 
to a radius of 150 n. mi. to the north and east, 
and 100 n. mi. to the west and south . Beyond that, 
an easterly jet appears to the southwest of the 
storm. A sharp shear line to the east-southeast 
of the storm marks the boundary between the outflow 
and a mesoscale anticyclone further to the south. 
Strong convergence and descend ing motion must be 
present here. 

]. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Airborne radar and ATS-I II satellite pictures 
have been used together with aircraft and synoptic 
wind data to produce a complete and detailed anal
ysis of the inflow and outflow fields in Hurricane 
Debbie on August 20, 1969. Radar echo velocities 
have been computed using Fujita's time-lapse film
loop technique and radial profiles constructed for 
four quadrants of the storm. Their spatial dist ri
bution has been plotted and used as an indication 
of the l ow level flow field within 150 n. mi . of 
the storm center. Low cloud velocities have been 
computed using ATS-I II film loops and compared with 
ship reports . 

The outflow field was constructed using high 
level aircraft wind data and cirrus cloud motions 
computed from ATS-I II film loops. 

In the future, it is hoped to be able to com
pute echo ve locities at several different times for 
the purpose of determining the change with time of 
the echo velocity profiles for the various quad
rants of the storm. It is suggest~d that this 
would be a more meaningful evaluation of the effects 
of hurricane seeding on the storm as a whole than 
aircraft wind profiles at one level . In addition, 
by evaluating changes in the inflow and outflow 
fields hour by hour, made possible with the use of 
echo and cloud velociti es, a more complete evalua
tion of the effects of seeding on storm structure 
could be made. Changes in l ow level convergence 
and high level d ive rgence could be calculated as 
wel l as changes in storm kinetic energy and angu
lar momentum. 
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